
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DESIGNING FOR

Your Wedding 

PART I : YOUR BRAND , INVITATION AND SAVE THE DATE CARDS



DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Over the course of this four-week guide, we’ll show you how you can

take care of many of the design aspects of the event yourself, without

compromising on quality.

Weddings are amazing occasions, but they can cost a fortune if you

choose to hire professionals to take care of every detail.

PART  ONE  INTRODUCT ION

Build your wedding ‘brand’ — We’ll help you choose your

fonts, colors, imagery and style so you can design

everything you need in Canva.

Design your wedding invitation and save the date cards in

Canva — We’ll show you how to apply your brand to your

first major pieces of design work.

In this Part I, we’ll teach you how to:
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DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Parts II, III and IV of the guide will be delivered to you

by email over the next three weeks. 

In those parts, we will cover off:

Part II — We’ll show you how to design your bridal

shower invitation and place setting cards for the big day. 

Part III — We’ll show you how to design the running

program and the menu.

Part IV — We’ll show you how to design the thank-you

cards and photo collages.
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Build your brand
DECIDE  ON  YOUR  COLORS ,  FONTS ,  AND  IMAGERY



DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA
1 MENU

When we talk about your wedding brand, we’re talking about

the look and feel of every design aspect that goes into styling

the event.

What professional designers know that most amateurs tend to

miss is that design is just as much about consistency and

simplicity as it is about following elaborate design conventions.

Put simply, every designed element that contributes to your

wedding (including your invitations, thank you cards, place

cards, and menus) must have a consistent aesthetic.

Looking at the two examples on this page, you can see they're

clearly different. Simply put, you can’t send an invitation that

looks like the one on top, if your menu looks like the one on

the bottom, because the two aesthetics are just too different.

If you’re going to design for your own wedding, the most

important thing to get right before you do anything else is to

develop and settle on your wedding brand.

INTRO  TO  BUILD ING  YOUR  BRAND



Notice how the cursive heading font used here sets

the elegant tone for the invitation, and the pink

envelope and bow over the top tie everything

together into one consistent aesthetic? 

Over the next page, we'll have a look at a few other

examples to show you what we mean by a

consistent aesthetic. Take note of the things we’re

looking at closely — mainly, colors & fonts.

A C H I E V I N G  A
C ON S I S T E N T  A E S T H E T I C

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA



Compare the three sets of wedding materials here.

Example B is very different to Example A, the one

we've already looked at. Not only are the fonts

different, but the imagery and the coloring are too,

which gives it an entirely different look and feel. And,

again, the aesthetic in Example C is different again to

the first two.  

The bottom line is that it’s important for you to

develop your wedding brand before you dive into

creating the collateral for the event, so a consistent

style runs through everything you design. 

COMPAR ING  AESTHET I CS

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

EXAMPLE A

EXAMPLE C

EXAMPLE B

Design is just as much about
consistency and simplicity as
it is about following elaborate
design conventions.



If you were to hire a professional designer to style your wedding, they

would do all of the research and creative groundwork to settle on a

brand that suits you. 

SO ,  HOW  DO  YOU  DEVELOP
AND  SETTLE  ON  YOUR
WEDDING  BRAND ?  

The colors you choose;

The fonts you choose; and,

The images or graphic elements you choose.
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But you can do all that yourself (with a bit of work).

To start, you need to know that there are three primary design

elements that will make up your wedding brand: 

We’ll now walk you through how to settle on each of these

individual elements, which will leave you with a finalized

wedding brand.  

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA



So, when it comes to choosing your wedding brand colors, the

golden rules are:

Remember how we said that design is just as much about consistency and

simplicity as it is about following elaborate design conventions? Well, this

thinking applies to virtually every aspect of the design machine, including

coloring.

YOUR  COLOR  PALETTE

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

STARK WHITE

BUTTER CREAM

DIM GREY

ROSEBUD

Don’t choose too many colors (2-4 is optimal); and,

Ensure the colors you choose complement each other and,

when combined, look good together (‘color combination’). 
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DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Take a look at how our four dominant colors have been

applied in combination to all of the materials we’ve

created for this guide.

It’s clear that just by applying the four colors in

combination to everything we designed has meant that

we’ve gone a long way to achieving a consistent aesthetic.

Choosing the right color combination is a challenge for

anyone, not just the professionals. So, if you’re finding it

difficult, don’t stress. We’re here to make this first step so

much easier.

COLOR  COMBINAT IONS



We’ve written an article showing off 25 of our favorite wedding

color combinations. To find them, we scoured Pinterest and

Behance for inspiration (something you should do, too).

You can read that article here: 

You’ll notice in the article we display the invitations we’ve

curated with the image on the left for inspiration and the color

palette on the right. We’ve included the palette on the right-

hand side on purpose, so you can adopt the one you like and

use it in your own wedding brand.

You may never have come across the # code beneath the

name of each color (#5e6572 for Fleet Grey, for example).

That hash code is the hex color code for that specific color

formula. Every color formula imaginable has an associated

hex color code, which allows you to use the exact colors you

need easily.

25 perfect wedding color combinations

CHOOSING  YOUR  COLORS

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

https://designschool.canva.com/blog/wedding-colors/


DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Here’s a video showing how you apply a hex code to an element in Canva: 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

APPLY ING  HEX  CODES  IN  CANVA

https://youtu.be/B4wC0hM9Byk
https://youtu.be/B4wC0hM9Byk


We think our list of 25 color combinations will be enough for

you to settle on one you like. But, if it isn’t, you can easily find

your own perfect combination.

Start by doing your research. Search for “wedding invitations”

on Pinterest and Google Images. The Internet is your friend

here — you’re guaranteed to find a wedding invitation with a

color combination you like.

When you’ve found an invitation with colors that you like, you

need to identify the colors included in the design. To do that,

you’ll need to download a color picker. A color picker is a tool

you use to identify hex color codes. If you use Chrome as your

web browser you can add Eye Dropper, a color picker Chrome

extension that does what you need for free.

If you’re not using Chrome as your browser, Google ‘color

picker’ in Google or in the App Store (if you’re on a Mac)

to find an alternative free solution. 

WHAT  I F  YOU  DON ’T  L IKE  THE
COMBINAT IONS  IN  OUR  L IST ?  

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA



DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Here’s a video that will show you how to pick the colors out of an invitation you find online:  

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

US ING  EYEDROPPER  TO  P ICK  COLORS

https://youtu.be/O3RhzBOA2Qc
https://youtu.be/O3RhzBOA2Qc


Whether you borrow a combination from our list of 25 or you

find your own online, it’s important that you keep a record of

the color hex codes you intend to use, because you will be using

them often when you come to design in Canva.

Even if you just keep the record in a Word or Google document

so you can just copy and paste the hex color codes into Canva

when the time comes.

KEEP  A  RECORD  OF  YOUR
PREFERRED  COLOR  COMBINAT ION  

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA



To highlight the importance, compare the fonts used in these two

versions of the same invitation.

The script heading font and serif font in the version on the top

works to support the elegance of the gold coloring and the

grayscale image. The fonts tie in perfectly with the overall look

and feel of the invitation. The version of the bottom, on the other

hand, is undermined by the font choices. 

Choosing the fonts you want to use as part of your wedding brand is the

next big challenge. If you’re not a professional designer, you might not

realize how important choosing correctly is.

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

CHOOSING  YOUR  FONTS2



DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Notice how we’ve used the same font combination in all the materials we

designed, which takes the consistency of the aesthetic to another level:

FONT  COMBINAT IONS  MATTER



Again, we’ve taken a lot of the guesswork out of the equation on

your behalf. We’ve written an article showing off 25 of our

favorite wedding font combinations. A lot of the fonts we

feature in the article can be found in Canva, but a handful are

custom fonts that you will have to upload in Canva (we will

show you how to do this later in this Part I guide). 

Read the article here:

25 wedding font pairings to give your special day a touch of elegance. 

Again, make sure you record the fonts you like, so you don’t

have to dig them out again later. And a few words of warning

when it comes to choosing your wedding fonts:

SO ,  HOW  DO  YOU  CHOOSE
THE  RIGHT  FONTS ?  

You can use script (cursive) fonts for headings, but avoid

using them for the body text as script fonts can be hard to

read in big blocks.

Just choose two fonts (a maximum of three) — generally, a

heading font and a body font. 
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https://designschool.canva.com/blog/wedding-fonts/


The great thing about Canva is that it has a stock library of

photography built into the editor. You can apply any one of a

million photos from the library into your designs, either for

free or for $1. We found the flower graphic used in our

materials by searching for ‘flower’ in the Canva search.

Okay, you’ve chosen your color combination and your font

combination. The final step towards building your wedding

brand is to choose any graphic elements you want to include.

For example, the materials we created include a consistent

floral graphic

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

CHOOSING  YOUR  IMAGES3



DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

Hopefully, all of the imagery you want to include in your designs can be found in the Canva

library, but you may want to use some external imagery that you can’t find in Canva. Either way,

you need to settle on the imagery you want to include in your wedding brand at the outset.

SEARCHING  FOR  IMAGES  IN  CANVA

https://youtu.be/i4L3CMCY78Q
https://youtu.be/i4L3CMCY78Q


Before you start designing, we recommend you bring all the

elements of your brand together so they’re at your fingertips.

Having your hex color codes at hand, and your images and fonts

uploaded and ready to go in Canva before you start will save you

serious design time. 

To bring your brand together, we recommend you upgrade to

Canva for Work. You can trial Canva for Work for free for 30

days by clicking here. You will only need four weeks to design

everything that forms part of this 4-part series, so you can cancel

your trial before the 30-day period expires and it won’t cost you

a thing (seriously, you may as well). 

A problem with custom fonts

You don’t need to use Canva for Work to bring your brand

together, but if you don’t upgrade you will not be able to upload

and use your own custom fonts. So if you do have custom fonts

you want to use, it’s best that you do go through with the 30-day

trial of Canva for Work (again, feel free to cancel the trial before

the 30 day period expires so you don’t get charged). 

BRINGING  YOUR  BRAND  TOGETHER

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

https://about.canva.com/work/


DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

Once you’ve upgraded, have a close look at this video, which shows you

exactly how to upload all of your brand elements with Canva for Work:  

BUILD  YOUR  BRAND  WITH  CANVA  FOR  WORK

https://youtu.be/B0XLWa_z_3g
https://youtu.be/B0XLWa_z_3g


DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

If you don’t upgrade to Canva for Work, make sure, at the very least, you have your hex

color codes recorded so you can easily apply them to elements in Canva. If you have

custom images, upload those at the outset, too, before you start designing. Here’s a video

that shows you how to upload images in the regular version of Canva:

DON 'T  WANT  TO  UPGRADE ?

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

https://youtu.be/UU_8QsjdgPI
https://youtu.be/UU_8QsjdgPI


Let's start designing
DES IGN  YOUR  WEDDING  INV ITAT ION

AND  SAVE  THE  DATE  CARDS



There are two different methods you can employ

to design your wedding invitation in Canva:

DES IGNING  YOUR
WEDDING  INV ITAT ION

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Start with a pre-designed Canva layout; or,

Start with a blank canvas.
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DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

The easier of the two options for designing your

wedding invitation is to use a pre-designed Canva

layout. Canva has hundreds of thousands of pre-

made layouts that you can simply customize. In

this case, you will be changing the colors, fonts

and imagery in the layouts to fit in with your

wedding brand, and you’ll also be personalizing

the text on the layout. 

OPT ION  1 :  START  WITH
A  CANVA  LAYOUT

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

In this video we’ll show you how to design your

wedding invitation with a Canva layout.

Designing from a blank canvas is more difficult

than using a pre-designed Canva layout, but you

have more control over the end design. The

trick to doing it properly is to find an invitation

design you like online and use it for inspiration

and as a blueprint to design your own.

OPT ION  2 :  START  WITH
A  BLANK  CANVAS  

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

In this video we’ll show you how to design your

wedding invitation from scratch.

https://youtu.be/kreFELaGhpw
https://youtu.be/KC06bbJyOvQ
https://youtu.be/kreFELaGhpw


Once you have your wedding invitation designed,

designing your save the date cards becomes much

easier (as the style is set). There are two options to

do this:

DES IGNING  YOUR
SAVE  THE  DATE  CARDS

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

Use the Magic Resize feature to resize

your wedding invitation; or,

Create it from a blank canvas.
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Canva for Work comes with a really powerful

resize feature —Magic Resize. It allows you to

resize one design into various other formats.

Check out this video to see what it’s capable of: 

OPT ION  1  —  USE  THE
MAGIC  RES IZE  FEATURE  

DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

In this video we'll show you how to Magic Resize

your wedding invitation into a save the date card.

If you didn't trial Canva for Work, or you just

want to design your save the date cards from

scratch, that’s fine. We used the Business Card

doctype in Canva to create ours because the

3.5 x 2" dimensions are standard for save

the date cards.

OPT ION  2 :  CREATE  I T
FROM  A  BLANK  CANVAS

In this video we’ll show you how to design your save

the date card from scratch.

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

https://youtu.be/xWJ38PMsPlM


DESIGNING YOUR WEDDING IN CANVA

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO

We’ll leave you with a final video showing you how you can get your designs print-ready:

A  F INAL  NOTE  ON  PRINT ING

https://youtu.be/6aMI7ICWvUU
https://youtu.be/B0XLWa_z_3g


The End
NEXT WEEK - BRIDAL SHOWER INVITATION

AND PLACE CARDS


